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Abstract

Objective: This paper presents an empirical study of a formative neural network-based assessment approach by using mobile technology to provide pharmacy students with intelligent diagnostic feedback.

Method: An unsupervised learning algorithm was integrated with an audience response system called SIDRA in order to generate states that collect some commonality in responses to questions and add diagnostic feedback for guided learning. A total of 89 pharmacy students enrolled on a Human Anatomy course were taught using two different teaching methods. Forty-four students employed intelligent SIDRA (i-SIDRA), whereas 45 students received the same training but without using i-SIDRA.

Results: A statistically significant difference was found between the experimental group (i-SIDRA) and the control group (traditional learning methodology), with $T(87) = 6.598$, $p < 0.001$. In four MCQs tests, the difference between the number of correct answers in the first attempt and in the last attempt was also studied. A global effect size of 0.644 was achieved in the meta-analysis carried out. The students expressed satisfaction with the content provided by i-SIDRA and the methodology used during the process of learning anatomy ($M=4.59$).

Conclusions: The new empirical contribution presented in this paper allows instructors to perform post hoc analyses of each particular student’s progress to ensure appropriate training.
1. Introduction

Major changes are currently occurring in pharmacy curricula so as to take advantage of scientific advances in order to assist students to become competent pharmacy practitioners [1,2]. A clear example of this tendency is found in the design and discovery of drugs. The way in which the dynamics of drug-target interactions occurs has an impact on pharmacotherapy decisions, resulting in a substantial shift in the paradigm of teaching [3]. For example, simulators showing the 3-dimensional (3D) structures of proteins may be used to describe the properties of a drug.

A recent study reported that about 87% of all colleges and schools of pharmacy in the United States (US) use active learning techniques [4]. One of the most beneficial means of active learning is collaborative learning, which can be achieved by putting students in small groups to work on a topic [5]. Several studies have empirically demonstrated that the use of clickers promotes active collaborative learning [6]. Clickers or audience response systems (ARSs) are just one of the educational technologies in health science education in general, and pharmacy in particular, and it is noteworthy that 45% of US colleges and schools of pharmacy have adopted audience response systems or clickers as an active learning strategy [4]. An ARS is a handheld piece of equipment which allows students to respond electronically to questions, typically in the multiple-choice format, that instructors pose in class. A response receiver that plugs into a USB port or a server connected to the Internet receives the students’ choices during a specified amount of time or at the instructor’s discretion. A software polling program installed in a PC allows instructors to prepare and launch tests, and to display the frequency of responses to each question. Both the instructor and the students can see the responses displayed as aggregated results without individual responses being identified. These results can lead to a discussion on why each of the incorrect answers is unsuitable, stimulate dialogue [7], and permit the use of techniques such as think-pair-share [8]. ARSs promote active learning, and improve student engagement.

ARSs have been introduced, and particularly in the last 5 to 10 years, into various medical education disciplines such as clinical cardiology [9], family medicine [10], gynecology [11], physiology [12], physical basis of medicine [13], radiology [14] and the prescribing of safe medication [15]. This technology has been employed in several experiences and empirical studies with different goals: to check understanding [15], to evaluate classmates [13], to evaluate current or previous knowledge [16], to facilitate participation, for post hoc analysis [9], and to maintain attention [11].
Smartphones are becoming a valuable tool as regards not only improving the delivery of healthcare [17-20], but also supporting education in medical disciplines [21,22]. Note that smartphones have already been successfully used to emulate an ARS [23]. In this paper, a formative mobile-based assessment approach with which to provide pharmacy students with intelligent diagnostic feedback is proposed. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no other studies have to date combined ARSs and the intelligent analysis of the students’ responses on a pharmacy course. This work is in line with the necessary evaluation and comparison of the specific ARS question types and format [24]. The results of the statistical study may be used to improve pharmacy degree students’ human anatomy education.

2. Intelligent SIDRA, a neural network-based mobile e-learning system

The intelligent SIDRA (Sistema Instantáneo De Respuesta de la Audiencia, in Spanish; Immediate Audience Response System, in English), or i-SIDRA, is a client-server application developed at the University of Murcia (Spain). There are two roles in i-SIDRA: the student and the instructor. This application provides instructors with the capacity to create, collect and analyze responses to multiple choice questions (MCQs). Students are allowed to respond to MCQs proposed by an instructor as many times as they wish in a previously determined time interval. Users can access i-SIDRA by employing a PC, through the use of a web browser or a mobile device (the app can be obtained from the Apple App Store and Google Play). The user interface has been designed to be user-friendly. Technologies such as HTML5/Javascript, CSS3, NodeJS and PhoneGap/Cordova have been used to develop the mobile applications for students and instructors, while PHP, AJAX and HTML have been used to develop the web application. A web service has been developed using NodeJS and the library “socket.io” for communication with the client (students).

An instructor can register with i-SIDRA free by filling in an online form. The instructor then receives the account credentials at the corresponding e-mail address. In a typical scenario, an instructor can create an MCQ test by using a server side account. During a lecture, this instructor can give the test created previously. A student can respond to this set of MCQs by using the client side. Finally, the instructor can export the results of the test and obtain the information related to the students’ answers.

The i-SIDRA is endowed with an unsupervised learning algorithm [25] (the Snap-Drift Neural Network) which is used to categorize student responses to MCQs [26,27]. The SDNN algorithm is based
on a simple modal learning method. This means that the learning method changes periodically from one learning mode to another (snap and drift) [27,25,28,29]. A complete description of the algorithm can be found in [25,30].

The steps followed in order to work with i-SIDRA are: (1) collect data from the responses to a test in order to train the SDNN; (2) generate the groups (states of knowledge with regard to the questions formulated in the test) by training the SDNN; (3) introduce the MCQ test into i-SIDRA; (4) write and include the feedback associated with each group or knowledge state created in Step 2; (5) give the MCQ test; (6) the students complete the test as many times as they wish in a time interval imposed by the instructor and i-SIDRA receives the answers; (7) show the results.

Note that when a student submits a set of answers, i-SIDRA compares these answers with those expected and the i-SIDRA system then classifies the responses into a pattern grouping and returns its associated feedback. If all of the questions have been answered correctly, the online session finishes.

3. Method

This study has concerned a sample of first-year pharmacy students enrolled on a Human Anatomy (HA) course at the University of Murcia during the academic year 2013/2014.

HA is a first term course which provides an overview of the whole anatomy, focusing on structural and functional aspects. HA allows students to learn the basic and clinical concepts of anatomy, in addition to the use of an anatomical language that will enable them to carry out their professional activities. HA is divided into 4 thematic blocks: Block 1: Introduction to gross anatomy and musculoskeletal anatomy of the trunk (thorax, abdomen and pelvis) and upper limb; Block 2: Musculoskeletal anatomy of the lower limb and chest and abdominal viscera; Block 3: Musculoskeletal anatomy and viscera of the head and neck; Block 4: Introduction to the Nervous System. The students attend 3h of lectures/week, 1h of skills practice/week and 1h of seminars/week, thus completing a total of 6 ECTS credits during a period of 15 weeks.

The potential participants in this study were given a detailed verbal presentation to the study during the first day of class for recruitment purposes. The participants in the experimental group received a detailed verbal presentation, along with a tutorial that highlighted the goal of the study, a description of the tasks to be carried out, and an explanation of the mechanics of how to use the i-SIDRA system. A total of 108 students (57 students in the experimental group and 51 students in the control group) gave
their individual oral consent. The students were permitted to abandon the study at any time without prejudicing their final academic assessment.

Four i-SIDRA tests (or experiments) corresponding to the thematic blocks depicted above were performed with the experimental group during the seminars. Each of the four sessions was led by the same instructor and lasted 60 minutes. Each session was divided into two parts. In the first part (30 minutes), a number of multiple-choice questions (11, 10, 13 and 10 for experiments Exp1, Exp2, Exp3 and Exp4, respectively) concerning the representative content of each block covered in class were presented, and the participants responded via i-SIDRA. Each individual student was assigned an identifier that had previously been introduced into the system by the instructor. The students were asked to complete each test as many times as required in a time interval of 30 minutes or until all the correct answers had been presented. In the second part, neural network-based feedback (i-SIDRA) was not provided and the anonymous mode in SIDRA (a conventional audience response system session, which is a preliminary version of the tool [23]) was used to ensure that the students were not identified. A 30-minute test containing the same questions was then given and the instructor gave a short lecture with slides, during which s/he identified which response to each question was correct. A discussion with students regarding the selection of wrong responses then took place in order to clarify any misunderstandings and to resolve doubts or misconceptions about the anatomical topics of theoretical study in the corresponding block. The sessions using the SIDRA anonymous mode were designed according to recommendations for using ARS [31]. Preparing the MCQs was an extremely time consuming task[32], since we attempted to ensure that each question had an explicit pedagogical purpose [33]. The primary objective of the first part was to measure the increase/decrease in the participants’ knowledge when using neural network-based audience response technology. The objective of the second part was to clarify concepts or doubts about the thematic block involved in the i-SIDRA test, because most of the students did not know the correct answers during the first part of the process. This second part therefore addressed the confusion and frustration that students may feel when the state of perfect knowledge (all of the questions have been responded to correctly) is not achieved [34].

The questions and feedback (texts, images or videos) related to human anatomy that were used in i-SIDRA are part of the learning material and resources given on the human anatomy (HA) course. The students in the control group received the same information but using a methodology based on traditional
lecturing, seminars and face-to-face instruction. In this case, the students did not receive feedback that was customized to their knowledge and behaved as passive subjects during their learning process.

The students that used i-SIDRA received feedback adapted to their knowledge, according to the pattern group in which their MCQ answers were classified. The feedback provided by i-SIDRA aimed to address misunderstood concepts with hints, explanations or concepts with texts, images or videos related to human anatomy to allow the students to effortlessly deduce and comprehend the lesson being taught [34]. In no case did the feedback reveal the correct answer, or even which question the feedback referred to. The students did not know to which questions they had responded correctly. If a student progresses towards a flawless test, given the number of possible combinations of answers, we believe that the increase in his/her score is the result of having reflected on the feedback between one attempt and another, and that this cannot be achieved by means of a trial-and-error strategy. Fig. 1 shows an example of feedback received by a student.

![Feedback associated with knowledge state 7.](image.png)

Fig.1–Feedback associated with knowledge state 7.

The final exam was specifically performed for the subject of Human Anatomy in the 1st year of the Pharmacy degree, and consisted of 60 questions directly related to the subjects taught during the term: Gross anatomy and musculoskeletal anatomy of the head, trunk and limbs, the viscera of the head and
neck, chest and abdominal cavity, and an introduction to the Nervous System. There were 40 theoretical and 20 practical questions, with four possible choices, only one of which was correct. The same number of questions (15) was posed for each of the four blocks and all the blocks were scored equally. The variable performance was measured by using the score in the final exam. The final exam was scored on a scale of 0 to 10 points. The theoretical part was worth 65% of the final score, and the practical part was worth 35%.

An anonymous survey was carried out to collect feedback about the students’ perceptions of their participation in the experiment and their experience with i-SIDRA. A total of 11 questions were formulated using a five-point Likert-type scale (5 = very high; 4 = high; 3 = medium; 2 = low; 1 = very low). The questionnaires were administered by means of paper and pencils in the classroom. The responses to the completed questionnaires were entered on an Excel sheet by the medical instructors for further analysis.

The following hypotheses were investigated in this study:

H1: The final exam grades of the pharmacy degree students who use i-SIDRA will be higher than those of the students who do not use i-SIDRA. Two variables were defined for this statistical hypothesis: Teaching method (independent variable) and Performance, measured by the final exam grades (dependent variable).

H2. The feedback provided by i-SIDRA will help pharmacy degree students to clarify misconceptions about human anatomy. Two variables were defined to test the statistical hypothesis: Time (independent variable), and Correct Responses (dependent variable), which represents the number of correct answers at the beginning or at the end of the experiment.

H3: The final exam grades of the pharmacy degree students, whose performance will improve when using i-SIDRA, will be higher than those of the other i-SIDRA students. Two variables were defined for the statistical hypothesis: Improvement achieved when using i-SIDRA, which was measured by the average of the difference between the scores at the beginning and at the end of the four experiments, and Performance, which was measured by the final exam grades.

H4. Students are satisfied when using i-SIDRA.

The stages of the experiment are outlined in Fig. 2.
4. Results

4.1. Performance

Table 1 shows the median, mean, and standard deviation of Performance in the experimental group and the control group. On average, the students using i-SIDRA achieved better results in the final exam than the students in the control group. The students had to have taken at least three or four i-SIDRA tests to be included in the statistical analysis. Note that the results of 11 students in the experimental group were discarded because they did not achieve the threshold of three i-SIDRA tests. The final participation was 44 in the experimental group and 45 in the control group, given that two out of the 46 students who did three or four i-SIDRA tests in the experimental group and six out of the 51 students from the control group did not take the final exam. The students were overworked owing to the difficulty of the first-year pharmacy subjects.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for Performance. “N”: Number of students; “M”: Mean; “Md”: Median; “SD”: Standard deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>Md</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental(i-SIDRA)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>6.47</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A t-test for unpaired samples for the Performance variable was applied which revealed a statistically significant difference ($T(87) = 6.59; p < 0.01$) between the experimental group (the students using i-SIDRA) and the control group (those using a traditional learning methodology). These data allow us to accept hypothesis H1. Descriptive statistics regarding the students, attempts and the effectiveness of the feedback in i-SIDRA are provided in Table 2.

Table 2. Detail of the classification of the students and the attempts by experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Exp1</th>
<th>Exp2</th>
<th>Exp3</th>
<th>Exp4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Students</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of students</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of students attaining the “state of perfect knowledge”</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of students not attaining the “state of perfect knowledge”</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of students with only one attempt or submission (students did not receive feedback)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of students with more than one attempt or submission (students received feedback)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of students attaining the “state of perfect knowledge” with only one attempt (no feedback)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of students attaining the “state of perfect knowledge” with more than one attempt (feedback)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attempts</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of attempts</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall time taken to make the attempts (minutes)</td>
<td>685</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>721</td>
<td>879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average time taken per attempt (minutes)</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of attempts per student</td>
<td>10.44</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>8.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average time taken per student (minutes)</td>
<td>15.93</td>
<td>18.04</td>
<td>15.67</td>
<td>18.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of attempts made by a student</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feedback’s effectiveness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of students with more than one attempt (improvement after feedback)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of students with more than one attempt (worsening after feedback)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of students with more than one attempt (neutral after feedback)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pearson’s correlation coefficients were then calculated. The correlation between the number of attempts and the final score is 0.04, 0.16, 0.01 and 0.05 for experiments Exp1, Exp2, Exp3 and Exp4, respectively. The correlation between the time taken per student and the final score is -0.02, -0.19, 0.10 and 0.01 for experiments Exp1, Exp2, Exp3 and Exp4, respectively. This means that no significant relationship with the final score has been found as regards the time taken per student or the number of attempts. Note that many attempts in quick succession, which minimizes the time needed for cognition, may be a sign of guesswork.
4.2 Meta-analysis of knowledge improvement when using i-SIDRA

The increase in the number of correct answers in the four MCQ tests performed during the course was studied with the objective of checking the effectiveness of i-SIDRA. There were average increases of 30.46% (Exp1), 27.72% (Exp2), 12.54% (Exp3) and 30.47% (Exp4) in the number of correct answers. Table 3 shows the results of the t-test for paired samples regarding the Correct Response variable. This test revealed a statistically significant difference between the correct responses in the first submission (at the beginning of the i-SIDRA session) and the correct responses in the last submission (at the end of the i-SIDRA session) in the four MCQ tests. These data permit us to affirm that the feedback written by academics and received by learners through i-SIDRA allowed the students to clarify misunderstandings and learn new concepts. The students’ level of knowledge was therefore increased, thus permitting to accept hypothesis H2.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics and paired Student’s t-test results for NumberCorrectAnswers in four experiments. “N”: Sample size; “M”: Mean; “SD”: Standard deviation; “T”: T-Student; “p”: p value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time point</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FirstTestExp1</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>7.56</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LastTestExp1</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>9.86</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FirstTestExp2</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LastTestExp2</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>6.84</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FirstTestExp3</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>6.07</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LastTestExp3</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>6.83</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FirstTestExp4</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LastTestExp4</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>6.96</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>6.47</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A meta-analysis was then carried out to discover the global effect size of i-SIDRA as regards the students’ performance in the class assignment (MCQ tests) in the four experiments. Meta-analytic effect size statistics were calculated by using the fixed effects model [35]. The global effect size was estimated as proposed by Hedges [36]. Fig. 3 shows the forest plot for Correct Responses. The size of the squares in the forest plot represents each experiment’s individual weight (Exp1, Exp2, Exp3 and Exp4) and error bars delimit the 95% CI. The weights are proportional to the size of the experiment. The diamond, which is at the bottom of the forest plot, represents the global effect size. For each experiment, values higher
than zero of the Hedges’ g metric signify that the students achieved higher scores (correct responses) in the last test than they did in the first test when using i-SIDRA. Note that the students obtained better scores in the last test in all the experiments. The global effect size was found to be 0.644 (p=0.000) which, according to Kampenes et al. [37], can be referred to as medium. The global effect of i-SIDRA’s feedback on human anatomy learning is therefore statistically significant, thus supporting hypothesis H2.

### Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study name</th>
<th>Hedges’s g</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Relative weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exp1</td>
<td>1.276</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>9.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp2</td>
<td>0.598</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>43.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp3</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>28.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp4</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>18.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig.3 - Forest plots showing a meta-analysis of Correct Responses when using i-SIDRA.**

Finally, a low positive correlation (r=0.01) between the variable SIDRA Improvement and the Performance was observed when using Pearson’s correlation coefficient for the experimental group data. This data led us to reject hypothesis H3.

### 4.3 Survey

A total of 46 students completed the survey (about 77.90%). The means and standard deviations for the students are shown in Table 4. The use of i-SIDRA was positively evaluated by students (median: 4 in Q1-Q2 and Q9, median: 4.5 in Q5, median: 5 in Q3-Q4, Q6, Q8 and Q10-Q11), indicating that hypothesis H4 is supported. Note that these perceptions confirm our findings on the student’s performance when using i-SIDRA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>You are satisfied with the use of i-SIDRA</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>The time allowed for each activity was sufficient</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>You found the use of i-SIDRA useful during the course</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>The i-SIDRA system promotes the clarification and understanding of concepts</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>The i-SIDRA system favors and improves the learning process</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>The i-SIDRA system is useful as a self-assessment tool</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7</td>
<td>The feedback received has been useful to improve my learning</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8</td>
<td>I would like to use this system again in other subjects</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9</td>
<td>I believe that the use of this system will positively influence my grades</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q10</td>
<td>I found that the content provided and the methodology used in the subject are suitable for learning anatomy</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q11</td>
<td>The instructors used and incorporated i-SIDRA appropriately in the classroom</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Discussion

As shown by our findings, learning environments supported by combining the strengths of ARS-mediated instruction and intelligent feedback-based learning can lead to improvements in students’ learning and facilitate the acquisition of competencies in pharmacy. The use of i-SIDRA in the classroom setting was a well-received and effective application as regards promoting active learning and critical thinking in pharmacy students. The students reflected on their own learning in each block, through prompt formative feedback. The application also allowed them to identify areas of weakness early in the semester. This leads us to believe that stress and anxiety later in the course may be reduced, which could impact upon their performance in the final exam. This is particularly important for first-year pharmacy students who have significantly higher stressors than older students, as reported in an on-line national survey of 1332 pharmacy students in the US [38].

Our findings support other pharmacy education studies that describe positive student outcomes associated with student engagement [39-45] and performance [3,40,46,42,43] in ARS based learning. In fact, ARS is one of the most commonly used active learning strategies in US Colleges and Schools of Pharmacy [4]. Our experiment has shown that ARSs can be used to practice critical-thinking skills [45] since the MCQs included the determination of pros and cons of different concepts of human anatomy.
The lecturers also took advantage of i-SIDRA to identify blocks or concepts which were problematic. For example, Block 3, which covers the anatomy and viscera of the head and neck, obtained the lowest average increase (12.54%) when compared to Block 1 (30.46%) and Block 2 (27.72%). Since Block 3 built upon previous segments, the improvement in performance was not as evident as in the first two blocks. This indicated to the lecturers that the students had not fully grasped these concepts, thus allowing the instructors to fine tune their style of delivery. After discerning which aspects of the lecture were more or less successful, the instructors revisited the material using the anonymous mode in i-SIDRA and placing special emphasis on incorrectly answered questions. Block 4 obtained a high average increase (30.47%) in the number of correct answers. We suspect that the students may have been more motivated to pay more attention in class and to study at home, since the MCQ tests regarding Block 4 took place close to the final exam.

In the study performed to determine whether the results of individual students in i-SIDRA could predict performance in the final exam, no strong correlation was found between i-SIDRA scores and final exam grades. Only 0.01% of the variability of final exam grades can be explained by the performance of those students that used i-SIDRA in seminars ($r^2 = 0.0001$). This may be owing to the fact that final exam performance can be influenced by many factors: class attendance [47], length and number of examinations [48], students’ workload [49], difficulty with assessments earlier in the course [50] and understanding the scoring criteria and the composition of the exam [51], among others.

### 5.1. Feedback

The average increase in correct answers in our study was significantly higher than in previous experiments carried out on a computer science course (between 0.30% and 5.00%)[26]. This may be justified by the novelty effect of using a mobile technology-based ARS. The increase in the number of correct answers from the first submission to the last submission in the four MCQ tests, with a total of 11, 10, 13 and 10 questions for Exp1, Exp2, Exp 3 and Exp 4, respectively, and four possible answers, could not have occurred by chance. Note that better results were obtained in tests on the gross anatomy and musculoskeletal anatomy of the trunk (thorax, abdomen and pelvis) and upper limb (Block 1), and the nervous system (Block 4). These differences could be owing to the lower complexity of the introductory material in Block 1, and the students’ high motivation at a time close to their final exam in Block 4.
**Fig.4** presents a knowledge state diagram representing the students’ behavior in Exp1. There are fourteen states of knowledge which unite some commonality in the responses to the questions. These states have been organized in five layers: Start, Layer 1 (beginning level), Layer 2 (middle layer), Layer 3 (advanced level), and Final. For example, a student in state 9 may go to state 11, via state 13, before reaching the Final state or ‘state of perfect knowledge’ which denotes correct answers to all the questions. A knowledge state transition captures the reclassification of the student’s knowledge state. Each time a student responds and submits a test, this student is reclassified in a new (or the same) state and receives new (or the same) feedback, if the Final state has not been achieved.

Note that there is a decrease in the average score in Layer 2 (63.30%), the root of which may be that the feedback needed to surpass the states of Layer 2 was insufficient. In fact, knowledge state 12 does not have exit transitions, which means that no student could leave this state. Another evident sign of deficient feedback is a transition in which the target state is the same as the source state (self-transition). Knowledge states 2 and 8 generated between 60 and 80 triggering events in a self-transition. Observe that these states are in Layer 3 (advanced layer). The students’ anxiety in these states, with few incorrect answers, may therefore also have resulted in multiple submissions.

The definition of strategies with which to elicit feedback has been identified as one of the hotspots in teaching and learning needs when using ARS [7]. This paper represents a new empirical contribution to the still unexplored field of intelligent ARS in health sciences in general, and pharmacy in particular.
5.2. Survey

Overall, the students’ attitudinal responses to i-SIDRA were positive. They expressed satisfaction with the content provided and the methodology used in the process of learning anatomy. This can be attributed to the fact that most of the students surveyed can be classified as belonging to Generation Y [52]. The neural network-based feedback of the i-SIDRA system and its integration with mobile technology address some of the educational preferences of this kind of students.

The survey results showed that i-SIDRA encouraged active learning and helped the students maintain attention, thus improving lecture involvement as reported in previous studies [7,39,46,42,43]. This engagement is particularly critical for first-year pharmacy students, who do not have a background in human anatomy, and thus lack confidence as regards their knowledge of the subject matter. The majority of the students in our survey also reported that the i-SIDRA system promoted the clarification and understanding of concepts (median: 5). These findings are in agreement with those of other studies which report the ability of ARs to enhance understanding of the material [46,42].

Although the feedback was positively evaluated by the students, this may in their opinion be the weakest point in the system (median: 3). The students’ comments during the i-SIDRA sessions allowed us to discover that they wanted to know what questions were incorrectly answered in order to achieve the state of perfect knowledge by using a trial-and-error strategy [34]. However, the aim of the feedback is to help students to clarify misunderstandings and learn new human anatomy concepts. This seems to meet the demanding expectations in the light of the results provided by the meta-analysis which showed that the students’ performance in the MCQ tests increased when using the human anatomy feedback generated by i-SIDRA.

While the results shown here relate specifically to the development of human anatomy understanding, there is significant potential for the use of i-SIDRA in other areas of the pharmacy curriculum. The students may also have perceived this benefit, since most of them wanted to repeat the experience in another subject (median: 5), thereby confirming previous findings [42,43].

While the i-SIDRA anonymous mode allowed instructors to determine what percentage of students did not master basic concepts, the anonymity of i-SIDRA let students know the correct answers and determine how to address their own learning needs in the second part of each session. Note that the
anonymity conferred by ARS-mode SIDRA is relevant in pharmacy education, as was revealed in a national study of over 10,000 students in 71 schools of pharmacy in the US, in which at least 1 in 5 students scored high for communication apprehension [53].

I-SIDRA also has tremendous potential as a formative assessment tool. E-learning systems [54-57], in general, and intelligent e-learning systems [26], in particular, will likely have an important role in the classrooms of the future. Intelligent tutoring systems and adaptive e-learning environments are an emerging revolution in higher education [58]. These systems adapt content to learners according to learning styles, present this content with the support of expert systems, and assess the extent to which students grasp concepts. The amount of money that students must spend to purchase clickers has been cited as one of the drawbacks of adopting an ARS in the classroom [33]. This is not a problem in the case of i-SIDRA, since 96% of students own at least one mobile IT device (a laptop, tablet, or smartphone), which is in keeping with the findings of a survey performed with Dutch university students [59].

Note that the use of instructional media has no effect if they are not accompanied by an appropriate instructional method [60]. Different learning and assessment strategies (peer-based learning, classroom discussion, the requirement of student preparation before class, interaction, attention, contingent teaching, summative assessment) can be used with an ARS [24]. How an ARS is used will determine its effectiveness. In our proposal, the design of the feedback and the formulation of the questions, taking into consideration well-established recommendations, will dictate the success or failure of the teaching and learning process. Moreover, all teaching methods have limitations. A mixture of methods is often needed to ensure that students are appropriately trained. These must be adapted to the learning context and matched to a particular learning audience by a skilled instructor.

5.3. Limitations

Preparing the MCQs and appropriate feedback text for each of the group of students’ possible responses was an extremely time consuming task [32], since we attempted to ensure that each question had an explicit pedagogical purpose [33]. When writing feedback, academics confront a difficult task since the feedback should not be over-detailed so as to avoid confusing the students and to ensure that they can easily interpret it and get the point [61]. The purposes of the MCQs were to elicit, probe, and challenge students’ ideas as regards Human Anatomy. The questions included in the MCQ tests were prepared to test remembering, understanding, applying and analyzing, according to the Bloom’s
Taxonomy. Moreover, all the questions had to be clear, with different learning aims in order to avoid redundancy in the feedback. Note that the instructors provided i-SIDRA with a piece of text, image or video for each incorrect choice in each MCQ. i-SIDRA then automatically generated the feedback for each pattern grouping. If the atomic feedback associated with each incorrect response is similar, the feedback formed for a pattern grouping could contain redundant information. Nevertheless, instructors could adapt the resulting feedback in order to better guide students towards the concepts of anatomy being taught. However, the responses used to train i-SIDRA system that generate the groups (states of knowledge with regard to the questions formulated in the test) are obtained from previous cohorts of students, thus making it difficult to obtain this information.

As with any new technology, appropriate training may become a barrier. As reported in [7], all faculty members who use an ARS should receive appropriate training in its use. Initial training and a follow-up session addressing any identified issues allow other faculty members to learn from their peers’ experiences. Another concern was the malfunctioning of i-SIDRA: mis-or non-recorded answers, a registered answer different to that clicked, among others. Previous studies have also reported complaints about classroom time being used to set up the ARS [23,62]. No problem was found in our experiments, since the i-SIDRA technology worked well and fitted into the course for both the pharmacy students and instructors. Another major limitation to the success of i-SIDRA was the instructors’ time constraints during the educational session. Lecture times must be planned to allow tests to be given, the presentation of the results, and discussions on responses to questions. This may lead faculty members to feel that the use of i-SIDRA reduces the amount of material covered. Nevertheless, our experience confirms that the faculty members involved in the experiment plan to continue using i-SIDRA.

6. Conclusions
A new educational tool for the diagnostic evolution of students’ knowledge levels through feedback has been presented. The most innovative aspect of the proposal is the use of a neural network to discover groups of similar answers that represent students’ different knowledge states [26]. The results of our experiment show that the use of i-SIDRA system improves the pharmacy student learning process. Statistically significant differences were found in the following respects: (1) the final exam grades of students who used i-SIDRA, which were higher than those who did not use i-SIDRA; (2) the feedback
provided by i-SIDRA helped students to clarify misconceptions; (3) students were satisfied when using i-SIDRA.

In order to address future directions, we intend to prepare an experiment to study the long-term retention of the lecture material when using i-SIDRA versus a traditional learning methodology. The student responses obtained in the study presented here will be used to retrain the neural network, which may result in new groups. The feedback will be enriched if new groups are generated. We also plan to extend i-SIDRA to provide instructors with a full set of tools with which to investigate the progress of the class’s knowledge level over time in general, and each student’s knowledge state in particular. This feature will make it easier to identify the common mistakes made by the students and to study how individual students’ learning is influenced by the feedback.
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